(a) Completion rate MSTOM*: MSTOM: 61% (W08/S08/F08 cohorts)

- The completion rate is calculated by dividing the number of graduates (who completed in 150% time) by the number of students available for graduation.

(b) Placement Rate** MSTOM: 79%

- The job placement rate is calculated by dividing the number of graduates employed in the field by the number of graduates available for employment.

- The student may obtain a list of the employment positions determined to be within the field for which a student received education and training for the calculation of job placement rates from the Director of Career Services.

(c) CALE Exam Pass Rates

Last 3 (published) CALE Exams***
Overall Pass rates/All PCOM First Time Exam Takers

- August 2013 96%
- February 2014 70%
- August 2014 58%

(d) The college makes no claims to applicants regarding salary that may be earned after completing the program. However according to the Job Task Analysis conducted by the NCCAOM in 2008, “the Average gross income a year is less than $60,000 per year for 70.1% of the Diplomate respondents. Twenty-one percent (21.2%) stated that they earn between $60,000 and $120,000 and 8.7% earn over $121,000 per year.” At this time the Department of Labor is not tracking statistics on salaries or outlook for the acupuncture profession.****

* & ** These statistics are obtained from the Fall 2014 ACCSC Annual Report. (Placement data reviewed & figure updated April 2014)
*** CALE Exam Results from the California Acupuncture Board Website
**** NCCAOM 2008 Job Task Analysis
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